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For General Ed Weaknesses

Deans Council Okays
Improvement Proprosal
A proposal for improsing San Juse State’s generui education
ragrain is now under consideration, according to Dr. John W.
(.ilbatigh. dean of the college.
"At our last fleeting the academic dean’s council approved
of a proposal submitted by the general education commit.
Ie., designed to improve the general educational program at SJS,"
Dean Cilbaugh said.
Weaknesses In SJS’ general edu-1.were pointed out .$1300
Bail
cation program
accreditation
1958
and
1953
in a
e
report by the Western College
association’s accreditation Cornrnittee.
In its report the committee critiriot San Jose State’s program,
raying that it followed department lines too closely.
walling to the report, departrients failed to take into account
the important "homogeneities" of
aptitude. interest, and purpose reSJS sophomore Raynor Leigh
quired of pm -professional and oc- Cordes, 395 S. Fourth st., yestercupational students in college.
day was arraigned in San Jose
NO ORDERLY SEQUENCE
municipal court on felony
The report also pointed out that charges of causing bodily harm
the current program at SJS failed while driving under the influto provide an orderly sequence of ence of alcohol.
coordinate courses.
Cordes was driving on Seventh
"The dean’s council has ap- street Monday night when he hit
proached agreement on a program SJS Security Officer Kenton
b would strengthen SJS’ gen- Ard, who was crossing the street.
education program in areas
Ard was taken to San Jose
iied by the Western College
hospital with a dislocated shoul’’ Dean Gilbaugh said.
der, bruises and possible internal
. the new proposed program,
injuries.
,ocuity’s point of view has
Police said Cordes’ car
. recognized and included, he
knocked Ard approximately 23
r fact." he said, "faculty all feet from the point of impact.
Besides the felony charge,
have been encouraged to fa--ice themselves with the pro- Cordes was charged with driving
without a valid license.
and react to them."
INITIAL STAGES
Cordes, a part-time student
-re proposals are in the initial majoring in liberal arts, spent
os, details cannot be released Monday night in jail, and was
this time, he said.
released yesterday on $1300 bail.
The dean said that the faculty
Police Sgt. Floyd Keuhnis said
has been fully informed of the the preliminary examination will
progress of the proposals.
be March 22 at 3 p.m.
"Faculty will be asked to react
to and ads ise on new proposals
’ich committees and channels.
o emphasized the democratic
..ach in solving the problem,
"Einstein and the Ignoramus"
h has hen carefully studied in will be the speech topic at the
,rects," he said.
society of mechanical engineers’
meeting at 8:15 tomorrow night
in E118.
Dr. William Hermann% associate professor of modern languages,
will tell of his conversation with

or
Faces
Felony Charge
For Accident

Master Plan
Discussion
Open to ASB
Pres. John ’F. Wahlquist ousill
present major points of the proposed master plan for higher education at today’s Student Council
meeting in Morris Dailey auditorium at 2:30 p.m.
The meeting is open to the student body and faculty. A question and answer period will follow
Dr. Wahlquist’s presentation.
"The master plan is an issue
that will directly affect us as students and taxpayers," said Rich
Hill, ASB president. "The purpose
of this meeting is to give direct
information to students and to
offer a chance to ask questions."
The plan is presently before the
state legislature for debate.
Also on the council agenda is
the interview and appointment of
a senior representative. One candidate for the post was interviewed at last Wednesday’s meeting. The other candidate was unable to appear.
Corky Lobdell, ASH corresponding secretary, will report on the
progress of new band uniforms.
The uniforms that the band is
wearing are 11 years old.

Leprechaun Leap
At Co-Rec Tonight
"Leprechaun Leap" is the theme
the women’s gym. 7:30 to 10 p.m.,
of tonight’s Co-Rec to be held in
according to Mike Jackson. chairman.
Regular Co-Rec activities, volleyball, badminton, ping-pang and
dancing, also will be featured. Free
refreshments will be served, Jackson added

Newmans Will Air
Talk on Einstein Catholic Views

Tryouts Postponed
For Cheerleaders
!.1 tiyouts, originally
:lied for tonight, have been
polled until Mcnday. They
he held at 3:30 p.m. in TI155,
.ding to Steve Ilavis, head

’,pplicat ions will be open until
Its begin. Candidates must
a 225 average for last se-or and a 2.0 overall average,
; said.
lour regular and two alternate cheerleaders will be selected by a committee of judges.
Students may attend the trypits b o over.
Used

Books on Sale

,:ma Phi, women’s Jourwill hold a paperback used
sale from 8:30 a.m.
-II, today and tomorrow.
Books o.
he sold at a stand in
’ :hi Spartan bookstore.

, THOMPSON REFUSES
4.n Jack Thompson (R -Ever.
’ reportedly refused to be a
because, "I will not travel
hles at the whim of anyone,
.ally on a dead issue. I do not
be challenged."
11r William Stanton, associate

San Jose Attorney
To Defend Penalty
San Jose attorney Mark Cali
will speak tomorrow on the "Case
for Capital Punishment" at the
Wesley foundation 12:30 luncheon
;it 205 E. Santa Clara.
Mr. Cali, principally a criminal
lawyer, spoke on the same subject
two weeks ago to an overflow
crowd.
The Rev. Henry Gerner, Methodist campus minister, said that Students are welcome to bring their
lunches or may buy a 35 cent hot
meal

- To Air
Reviw
Science’s War
Seven Groups Sing With Theology
STUDENT COURT PROCEEDINGSDon Hallstrom (seated), defense attorney, goes over ASB constitution with defendant Steve
Stile, corresponding secretary of Delta Upsilon, during court trial
yesterday afternoon, which convicted the fraternity of non -representation at a student activities board rhe,..;nq

,

’ A useful source
hich uncommitted students could study
both the historical conflicts of science and theology and the Intel’ lectpl developments of an opti"March Melodies," annual AW’S female ounterpart of the mistic and courageous nineteenth
men’s "Spring Sing," will he held tonight at 8:15 in Morris century educational leader."
Thus, Dr. Frederic A. Weed, asDailey auditorium.
sociate professor of political sciSix sororities and one women’s living group, Wendy Glen, ence, described Andrew D. White’s
will sing these numbers: "Wandering Danny." Alpha Chi Omega: book "A History of the Warfare
I
"The Magic IslandBali ll’ai," Alpha Phi: "Westward Mem.- of Science with Theology in Chrisment," (:hi Omega: "The Plea, the Advice, the Answer." Delta tendom."
Dr. Weed will review the book
Gamma; ’The Sound of Music,"41.-at today’s book talk in the rooms
Kappa Alpha Theta; "Finian’s
A and B of the cafeteria at
Rainbow," Phi Mu; and "All
12:30 p.m.
Through the Day," Wendy Glen.
; The book, published in 1890, reTrophies will be presented to the
lates a history of the era when
top three groups; the first place
science and theology were in hot
chorus will receive the perpetual
Questions concerning the rela- conflict, Dr. Weed said.
trophy:
He pointed out that the author.
Kappa Kappa Gamma, not en- tion of religion to human creativity
tered this year, won the first - will be examined tonight at 7:30 the first president of Cornell uniplace trophy at last year’s "March in the Spartan Y when Deneal versity, advocated the abolishmer,
of sectarian control of the id,.
Melodies." The trophy is kept by
Amos, North Beach philosopher, versity.
the group which wins first place
will be present for a discussion on
"In all of his 768 pages. the patthree consecutive years.
tern is resolved to the great detriIntermission entertainment will creative rebellion.
of organized religion," Dr.
feature the Wayfarers, a folk -singMr. Amos has worked with Piing group, and a musical skit by erre deLattre in the North Beach Weed said.
The major topics covered by the
the members of Black Masque, Bread and Wine mission, mainly in
author are creation and evolution.
honorary senior women’s organi- the area of philosophic inquiry.
geography, astronomy, geology,
zation.
Through this work he and other prehistoric man, meteorology, hyintellectuals of the "Beat Genera- giene, and the like, Dr. Weed
tion" movement have been re - added,
vimining Zen, Christian Mystii,In and other forms of eastern
March attendance vouchers for
religion which lead 9 self-realizaCal Vets attending SJS are due
tion. The discussiosi will look at
now for signing In the Cashier’s
the Christian church’s contribution
office, Adm1S3
to present day personal values

In March Melodies

Creative Rebellion
Is Talk for Tonight

reSc
mmuSh oo I Course
Lists Mailed Early
Thirty thousand prospective students in California have been
mailed preliminary announcements
of the 1960 summer sessions at
SJS, according to Joe H. West,
dean of summer sessions.
Several of the announcements
DR. WILLIAM HERMANNS
sent went to elementary instrucAlbert Einstein, the famous physi- tors in the six counties surroundcist. Dr. Hermanns was a friend ing Santa Clara county.
of Mr. Einstein for over 30 years.
TWO SESSIONS
The society invites all interThere will be a six week session
ested persons to attend the
from June 27 through Aug. 5, and
meeting.
a four week session from Aug. 8
through Sept. 2. There will be a
branch session at Ilartnell college
in Salinas from June 27 to Aug. 5.
The Hartnell session is primarily
for teachers.
Students may earn a maximum
of six semester units in the six
professor of economics, said he has week session and four semester
letters from the solons accepting units in the four week session.
Qualified candidates may pursue
the debate.
studies toward master’s degrees in
TV DEBATE POSTPONED
The professor said television sta- several subject areas. Work totion KNTV had originally sched- ward general secondary credenuled the debate for tonight at 10 tials and supervisory and adminisp.m., but neither Allen nor Brad- trative credentials is also availley would be available then. They able.
SPECIAL FEATURES
asked for weekend time, he said.
Besides the regular offering of
KNTV, Dr. Stanton disclosed, is
having difficulty finding a spot for stammer courses, many special features will be included during the
the discussion.
"It makes little difference to two sessions and during the interus," he said, "where we have the session week, June 20-24. These
debate. If television is impassible, features include workshops, a demthen perhaps we might have a pub- onstration school, institutes, clinlic debate sander the auspices of ics, conferences, and seminars, One
some independent group. We are unit of credit can be earned durlooking for a ’satisfactory medium’ ing the inter-session week.
The workshops range from mufor the debate" he reiterated.

Solons To Discuss Ban
At Invitation from Profs
omlilyman Bruce F. Allen
(r:ItoSI and Clark L. Brad.1t-siin Jose) have agreed to
discuss the capital punishment is’ v. itli members of the CaliforAgainst Capital Punishment.
iter. Allen and Bradley had
sons hesitancy to travel
Sim Jose for the discussion
asked for by
three SJS professors
who are members of the
grouife
local chapter.

The Roman Catholic view on sex
and birth control will be presented
tonight at 9 in Newman hall by
Father John S. Duryea, chaplain
of the Newman club.
This presentation is being given
as part of the series of discussions on marriage which is planned for engaged couples.

Unanimous Losers

By ED RAPOPORT
In a unanimcitus decision, student
court yesterday afternoon found
Delta Upsilon, campus social fraternity, guilty of non -representaNO. 93 tion at a student activities board
organizational meeting held last
semester.
In what may be a new policy,
the court ruled to fine the fraternity $10 instead of the usual $5.
Chief justice Bill Gilbreth explained that "the seriousness of the
violation" warranted the addition,i1 fine. Ile refused to comment

sic to spelling to synchronized
swimming. The latter course will
be taught by Mrs. Norma Olsen.
a widely known instructor in her
field,
A cultural event held during
the summer sessions each year is
the Festival of Arts. during which
students and members of the
schools attend a series of lectures,
motion pictures, concerts, plays
and exhibits.

State Employee
Benefits Proposal
Put to Legislature
A proposal to give SJS and her
state college and university employees social security benefits
was introduced to the state legislature yesterday by Assemblyman
Bruce F. Allen (R -Los Gatos).
The measure was requested by
Theodore K. Sielaff, SJS assistant
to the dean of the college, Assemblyman Allen said.
The plan would give college employees federal social security coverage independently of other state
employees.
Other bills proposed yesterday
affecting state college teachers include a bill to protect seniority
rights of state college employees
who transfer to new state colleges and a measure providing for
establishment of academic councils at all state colleges.

Cal Vets

world wire

I
FIRES ’ltlLI WITH ’FLYING TV il"ATION’
ALAMAGORDO, N.M. UPI IA Redstone ballistic missile carrying
a -flying TV station" was fired yesterday for the first time by Army
troops at the White Sands Missile Range. The miniature TV station is
designed to enable a ground commander at a receiving station miles
away to see actual target damage inflicted by a missile impact.
Houtasi in a small capsule, the camera is ejected from the Redstone
during flight. While falling to earth it takes and transmits pictures
of the impact point of the missile warhead and the resulting damage.
IRE TO ASK FOR QUOTA POWER
WASHINGTON I UPI
President Eisenhower plans to ask Congress for discretional), authority under which he could change sugar
import quotas, including sugar from Cuba, Republican congressional
leaders reported at the White House yesterday.
Senate GOP Leader Everett M. Dirksen of Illinois said the new
hority for the President would not be aimed at any particular country bait be designed primarily to assure the nation of adequate sugar
supplies.
PERRY MASON’S D.A. FREED
HOLLYWOOD UPI) "How came a person to have marijuana In
his possession when he didn’t have a strip of clothes on his body?"
That logical question by Deputy Dist. Atty. John W. Loucks freed
actor William Talman--the district attorney on the Perry Mason TV
show- and six othets Monday from prosecution on a narcotics charge
sought by sheriff’s deputies.
But Talman and the others still must appear in court Thursday
for arraignment on morals charges arising from a wild party Sunday
in which deputies claimed the guests were unclothed and narcotics
present.

any more on the u nprecedented
action.
Delta Upsilon was grunted
suspended sentenee on grounds
of good behavior. Usual sentence
for the offense. as described In
article five, section two, clause
four of the Associated Student
Body bylaws, Is complete loss of
all campus recognition and ASH
privileges for the remainder of
the semester.
The court ruled, however, suspension will be revoked and sentence will be applied if Delta UpElton is convicted of any future
ASB violation this semester.
The trialif it can be called
thatfell on its face at the start
when Steve Stile, senior English
major and corresponding secretary
for Delta Upsilon, changed the
club’s plea from not guilty to
guilty.
Stile, instead, asked for leniency
on the grounds that his fraternity
was moving from Ninth street to
11th street. But when the six justices arrived at a decision, they
threw out grounds for leniency.
Defense Attorney Don Hallstrom said that he had not been
assigned to the case last semi-.,
ter and therefore did not think
that the change of plea was inconveniencing the court.
ASB Prosecuting Attorney Pat
McClenahan brought up a handful of evidence showing that the
fraternity had received adequate
notification of the SAB meeting
Oct. 7.
In other business, the court
ruled to charge Pi Kappa Alpha,
campus fraternity, with contempt
of court for failure to appear at
yesterday’s hearing on a charge of
failure to submit a revised list of
its officers and advisers to McClenahan and the ASB activities
office.

Home Chair Open
Applications for chairman of
of the 1960 Homecoming committee are available at the Actisities office, Deadline for itpplication for chairmanship is
Monday, March 28.
The Homecoming committee
will Interview applicants and the
ASB council will make the final
selection. Subcommittee chairmen for next fall’s Homecoming
will be selected later,

p

sychical
Researcher
To Talk at Y
Tuesday Hugh Lynn Cayce, son
of the famous psychic, the late
Edgar Cayce, will speak at the
Spartan Y at 330 p.m.
He will discuss psychical research with Dr. Frederick Dommeyer, head of the philosophy department.
Mr. Cayce is an investigator in
psychical research and the managing director of the Association
for Research and Enlightenment.
The association has its headquarters in Virginia Beach, Va. It
was founded in 1931 as a national
organization concerned with the
study, preservation and presentation of the records of Edgar Cayce.
Edgar Cayce was born in Hopkinsville, Ky., in 1877 and practiced medical diagnosis by clairvoyance for 43 years. He left
stenographic reports of 30,000 of
these diagnoses to the Association
for Research and Enlightenment,
along with hundreds of complete
case reports containing affidavits
by the patients and reports by
physicians.
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NEGRO STUDENT IN ATLANTA SITDOWN
ATLANTA t UPDGroups of Negro students from Atlanta’s
Negro university system made as wholesale attetermt at integration of
cafeterias and lunch counters across the city yesterday--including the
state capitol. Most of them were promptly arrested.
’-;
The Negroes, whose integration attempts were marked by quiet- :.:
ness, all maintained their attempts were spontaneous. But the attempt
was obviously concerted. An anonymous telephone call to United Press
International named the places to be integrated at about the time the
attempts got under way.

1

Suit the action to the
word, the word to the
action and the shirt to
the man. That’s what we
always do and that’s
why R ’A has the
most complete new
selection of famous
"eye patch- Hathaway
shirts in town. In
all styles, fabrics
and colors. Prices
star+ a+ A mere 6.50.

Wednesday, March ’16.1960

ISPARTAN DAILY

vade, Comment
Movie, Petition May Save
Chessman from Chamber
An excellent doc lllll ciliary film that is going around t. alifornia and the rest of the country deals with Caryl Chessman’s
request for further litigation.
Chessman himself never speaks in the movie, but shots in
his cell, and scenes in the prison courtyard give an excellent picture of how he lives.
More scenes of the reasons for his being in prison tend to
balance the effect of the filmleaving the audience the choice:
fair or unfair.
The film, in its effort to stimulate thought on the Chessman
case, might be said to be fighting futilely. Chessman’s case is
supposed to be a (lead issue."
But Chessman’s chief counsel, George T. Davis, still has
hope. He thinks there is a possibility that many borderliners
can be swayed to his side before May 2, and that they will sign
an initiative petition now in circulation. Also, that Governor
Brown will recognize this as the people’s reaction against the
legislature’s defeat of the proposed death penalty removal.
Davis, then, has good reason to approve of anything that
will keep Chessman’s name in the newspapers.
Davis helped organize, and is supporting strongly, "People
Against Capital Punishment, inc." If this group can persuade
420,000 of the voters registered for the last general election, he
will have put the capital punishment issue on the November
ballot.
If he can get enough signatures early enoughthat is, far
enough in advance of May 2he has fair chance of again getting
Governor Brown to act.
It looks as if Chessman’s case is not "dead."

Dr. Snyder To Go
To MENC Meet
Dr. Hartley Snyder, head of
the Music department, will leave
tomorrow to attend the national
convention of Music Educators
National Conference at Atlantic
City, N.J.
Dr. Snyder will represent San
Jose State and the recently published music series textbooks for
junior high school, which he coauthored. Dr. Snyder will return
March 23.

’The Lark’ at Santa Clara
"The Lark" will be presented
by the Clay M. Greene Players
at the University of Santa Clara auditorium tomorrow through
Saturday. Playing the role of
Joan of Arc will be starlet Kipp
Hamilton. The play was written
by the contemporary French dramatist, Anouilh.

Thrust and Parry
Tau Delta Phi
Dates From 1916
In perusing the
Daily for March 10 I came
across an article on page foulabout Alpha Phi Omega, national
service fraternity. In that article
it was stated that locally this
was the oldest Greek organization on campus, having been established Dec. 6, 1939.
Just for the record, my fraternity, Tau Delta Phi, has them
beat by 23 years! Because of a
campus fire in 1916, all records
of the fraternity are lost prior
to that date and the exact
founding date of the group is unknown.
The record books for 1916
mention the loss of previous minutes, but the generally accepted
date is 1916 for our beginnings.
Our group has resided in the
Tower since 1927, about the time
Alpha Phi Omega had its nation.

al beginning at Lafayette.
RICHARD A. SCHOLL
ASB 5550.

Should ’Practice
What It Preaches’
EDITOR: Thanks to a fearless, courageous, outspoken editor in Tuesday’s Daily, we can
have no doubts as to how the
editor feels about anti-semitism,
enmityr hate, discrimination, Hitler and usury. He is agin"em. I
am sure he is all for the flag,
country, mother and home.
I am glad that the editor has
the intestinal fortitude to speak
out on such controversial issues.
But in the same issue, the
Daily did not mind running a
discriminatory "must be protest.
.ant" share rental advertisement.
Is it not time for the Daily to
get off of its lofty plateau which
features patronizing editorials
and begin to practice what it
preaches? Words are cheap, Mr.

Editor, but actions, particularly
where they Involve advertising,
are not.
M. FRED KARLSEN
ASB 10886

Current Salaries
’Are Reprisals’
EDITOR: In answer to State
Senator Thompson and those
who have accused him of threatening "economic reprisal."
Gentlemen, our current salaries ARE economic reprisal.
EDWARD J. LAURIE
Associate Professor of
Business Management

’Superior Attitude
Shown in Writing’
EDITOR: This letter probably
will not get printed. If it does
not, my suspicions will certainly
be confirmed.
I thoroughly go along with Roger Selva’s Thrust and Parry letter of Friday, March 11. Evi-

dence of this "superior’
of the editor can be foundattitude
in toe
same issue of the Spiu-tan
Daily.
On the last page is a
picture of
Elvis Presley sitting next
to a
Christmas tree. The
above the picture readswriting
"Ger.
many’s Gain." Obviously
this a
a take-off on the
old cliche
"one’s gain is another’s
loss"
Presley’s leaving Germany and
Is, in
the small mind of the
editor or
writer, a gain for that
country
I suggest the editor
author take a good look and/or
at his
values. He will expect
a living writing after to make
graduation
I doubt If he will work
very long
If he continues with his
presed
attitudes.
NORMAN ELLIS
ASH 13612

I rise early, because no
day
is long enough for a
day’s
work.

illstico

Brandeis

MAKE YOURSELF
COMFORTABLE!

valley fa;r
shopp;ng center,

Gerald Nachman,

for the line begins

open thursday

here, and extends through

and fr:day

BOY REPORTER

9:30 to 9:30

pants -of-all -lengths,

Meet your language!
shirts, shorts and skirts, which

BEING A journalista wielder of wordsI
am of course quite concerned with their historical
significance. The outward appearance will not do.
I like to know the hidden mysteries in the little devils.
I have for years read every article in magazines about "Origins of
Words," and for years have been amazed and thoroughly fascinated.
I have also been more than a little curious as to how all those
fancy word -explorers go about their business, and it has always been
a little annoying to me that they seem so smug and self-centered
about R. They know something about everyday words that we, the
custodians of the language, are ignorant about.
How cocky they are while explaining how the words began!
Soin the interest of better research, and for the purpose of writing today’s nugget of knowledgeI present a few attempts at wordprying done entirly in my spare time after school.

in terms of relaxation
could only be by WHITE STAG!
after you’ve seen the colors
(ivory, rope, taupe,
blue spray, sea -floor green),

WHEELBARROW: From the Islandic word, "wealbarrer,"
meaning to carry "barrer." In ancient Islandic "barrer" was the
word for soil, and a sod -carrier was one who "weal’d" "barrer."
Simple?
This was later changed to "wheel" once the wheelbarrow was
Invented, and no one was the wiser. The slily word "barrer" was
made into "barrow"a word that made some Renee. Because It
would be pretty dumb to tell someone to go in th garage and get
a wealbarrer.
VALENTINE: The old Irish word was "valen," meaning "good luck." This Irish term for good -luck is derived from an old Irish
king, who treated the people kindly. His name was King Valen, and
he was born in 1157, on Feb. 14. Each year the Irish people would
have a wild celebration where they all wished each other "valen!
valen!"
This became Valen’s Day later, and pretty soonwell, actually
not until I875everyone spoke of it being close to "Valen’s time"
again. People, being the sloppy talkers they are, slurred this into
"Valentine."
The symbol of the heart for Valentine’s Day is because old
King Valen had a good heart.

sampled the fabrics
(sailcloth, cotton twill,
drip-dry cotton
prints) and made
your selection,

THE: The popular English contraction, "the," is derived from
an ancient Italian word. "la" which means "the." When you say
"the" real fast it sounds a lot like "La." (Go aheadtry it a few
times.) When Columbus arrived in America he announced "La
America!" and the Indians took him to say "The" America, since
they pronounced "the" like "thuh," and didn’t hear any too well in
the first place.
PENGUIN: The word for "land bird" is "pangoon" in Eskimo
talk. "Pangoon sounds quite a bit like "penguin" anyway, so the
word was changed. "Pangoon" also sounds a lot like "Rangoon,"
a city in Burma, so the word was better changed.
FOOTBALL: Comes from the Chinese word, "Flutbowl," a popular Chinese children’s game played by kicking a swine around
on the ground.
A Chinese sow or "flut," forms the first part of the word. The
game is played in a large bowl -shaped stadium, hence the "bowl"
part of the word.
When the game came to this country, Americans changed It to
foothowl," and when they stopped kicking the pigs around and made
a ball out of their hides, it was changed again to "football," or "pigskin," as it is often called.
TABLE: This word comes from the Africa word meaning "flat
surface." Everyone liked it so much they just decided to keep it as
the Africans already had it. Hence the origin of our word "table."

lrama
"Moneta for Violin and Plano"
by Cesar Franck will be performed at the Survey of Music
Literature class at 11:30 a.m.
tomorrow in Concert hall. Dr.
W. Gibson Walters, professor of
music, will play the violin and
Thomas Ryan, professor of music, will accompany on the piano.

Spaztati24y

you’ll have to move

Entered as second class matter
24.
1934, at San Jose. Californ;e
the
act of March 2, 1879. Member Califor
nia Newspaper Publishers’ AIM Publish.
ad daily by Associated Students of San
Jose State College. except Saturday and
Sunday, during college year.
Subscriptions accepted bnly on a re.
meinder.ofschool.year basis. In Fell semester. $4: in Spring semester, $2.
Cy 4.6414--Editor141 EA 210.

Phi Mu Alpha, Sinfnnia music
fraternity, will hold a meeting
at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow to acEditor, Mithael R. Jolossors
quaint new music majors and’
Advertising
Mgr., Dale Pratt
A
minors with the organization.
News Editor, Robert Taylor
program will be presented by
Phi Mu Alpha members.
Make-up Editor, Jim Ragsdale
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for they’re pricers
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Pair
Nine
Tames Broncos, 4-3 Dominate
OS

Robert Jones Named Aids Tagliaferri
Freshman Grid Coach Flash Fielding

Hobert A. Jones, 36, has been named the new frosts football
roach at SIS, Dr. Charles Nagel, head of the men’s Physical
Ilu \ ILK PETERS
,
Education department, announced yesterday.
MUNICIPAL STADIl NI, March 15 Although shaky at
Jones was graduated front the University of California in
times, righthander Gene Tagliaferri came through when it countist9 and received his master’s in physical education from Staned to pitch a four-hitter and stymie Santa Clara, 4-3, in a league
foel unkersity in 1951.
battle tonight.
He left the post of head football coach, head track coach
By winning, the locals brought their mark to 2-1 in league
ga head of the P.E. departmental.-play. It also evened the books with the Broncos, as the cross-towti
g Cubherly high school in Palo
slto.
In the four years that he spent
grid teams corn it Cubberley, his
:id a 29 won, six lost and one tie
.nes will replace Harry Anderwho moves up to the varsity
3 Marty Feldman’s shoes. Feldwas recently appointed to the
,nsbe line coach position of the
;and entry in the American
hail league.
:. Nagel commented that "we
very fortunate to acquire
He comes with fine recomaatIons and should be a defi,, aSSet to the plans of football
it Jose State."

chat SLATE
MAYFAIR
ON THE BEACH
-

THE MIRACLE
-Waite(

i:ak

GAY THEATER
’WCPAAN LIKE SATAN"
Ore Year!

"DIABOLIQUE"

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
ON THE BEACH"
1001 ARAIl’AN NIGHTS"

TOWNE THEATER
"CRANES ARE FLYING"
//rear

"UP THE CREEK"

EL RANCHO
’OPERATION PETTICOAT
7.6ry Grant

’HAPPY ANNIVERSARY’

Frosh Post
Third Win
On Diamond

Coach
ar re ii Fralcir
frosts haseballers made it three
in a row Monday with a 14-4 assault of the University of San
Francisco after a cotne-from-be.
hind 5-3 win over Willow Glen
high Friday.
The Spartan yearlings meet rival
Santa Clara tomorrow and in Fraleigh’s words, "will find out just
how good we are."
The unbeaten horsehiders rapped
USF for 12 runs in the first five
frames and added single runs in
the seventh and eighth.
Bill Dawson hurled the first
four Innings, giving up a pair
of runs in both the first and second.
Thiralbaseman Buzz Ereno drove
in five big runs with a circuit
clout, a double and a single. Catcher Dave Doak also smashed a
four-bagger, accounting for 3 more
tallies.
Centerfielder Larry Doss continued to wield a big bat for the
Fraleigh nine. Moved from the No.
3 spot to clean-up, after his clutch
hitting performances in the first
two ball games, Doss stroked a
pair of doubles and had one RBI.
Besides the 14 -run, 14 -hit attack, the Spartans left 13 men
stranded on the 11841. paths. Dawson and Walker Issued five walks
and Walkwhile striking out
er was credited with the win.
The horsehiders will meet city
college today in an unscheduled
practice tilt, sending uneligible
Dave Turnbull to the mound.
The starting pitcher against the
SC frosh has not been announced.
G.P.

Everything Photographic
3 STORES TO SERVE YOU
IN THE SAN JOSE AREA
665. 10 Si CY 3 0616

Willow Glen

ennis eam
Bronco Net Squad

George Shearing
THE HI-LOS

gOTICE!

COMPONENTS

Netter? Unbeaten Record
On Line at San Mateo Tomorrow

’Downtown San Jose
044 Lincoln Ave.CY 4.2610

Ofle-i V611
Pew -Ida.,
pOWert,11
punch, Bobby Sims and Sterling
Forbes. walked off with the major
Individual honors in the 3960 WCAC scoring statistics.
Sims grabbed the loop scoring
crown with 220 markers in the 12
conference contests for a leading
18.3 average, while Forbes ranked
second to become the league’s third
highest point -maker in history.
His three-year total of 597 points
in 36 games puts him behind Bill
Russell’s 773 and Pacific’s John
Thomas at 660 on the all-time ladder.
Santa Clara’s heavily underrated
Joe Sheaff won a double crown
leading in field goals with 51 per
cent and taking the rebound crown
with 13.8 per cent of the rebounds
in his games.
USE sophomore Bob Gaillard
grabbed the free throw laurels
making good on 84.1 per cent of
his attempts.
Spartan Vic Cori ranked 12th in
loop scoring with 147 points, while
Dennis Marc (133) and Gary Ryan
(120) were 19th and 20th, respectively.

Chamberlain Takes On Celts
\Vat
PHILADELPHIA o
Chamberlain’s record 53 -point performance cleared the decks today!
for a sensational Eastern fined
playoff series between the Phila.!
delphia Warriors and the National
Basketball Association champion
Boston Celtics.
The series the NBA experts butte

SPARTAN DAILYS

Saturday at Spartan Gym

V-Baliers Compete
Point Stats In Norcal Title Go

rivals took a 2-1 decision in Santa Clara a week ago.
Tagliaferri, now 2-0, didn’t look.
as if he were going to last the i ni- 11/1
at frame as control troubles
fiat
gripped him early, but it was some
excellent bearing down on his.part
and fine fielding support by his
teammates, particularly shortstop
Bill Inderbitzen, that carried the
stocky hurler through.
"TAG" GENEROUS
As a matter of fact, "Tag issued
Spartan baseball forces ittseven free passes and hit two
Broncos, but the fielding gems and vade the "big city" today, hophis six strikeouts came at very ing for their second straight
opportune times to overshadow the league triumph over the University of San Francisco at 2
troublesome moments.
Cashing in on the righty’s wild- p.m. on the Dons’ Ulrich Field.
On Thursday, Spartan portness, SCU scored the game’s first
tally in the initial frame when two sider Larry Williams racked up 15
lops
bases on balls and a hit batter strikeouts in a 5-4 11 -inning win
loaded the bases, the run coming in over the Hilltoppers giving the loon the hurler’s third pass of the cals their initial loop conquest.
inning.
Hoping for a repeat, coach FA
San Jose State’s tennis team
The locals went ahead to stay in Sohezak wilt send the team’s won
its second consecutive match
the second with one of their most hard -lurk righthander Jon Holmby downing Santa Clara university
productive innings of the season, quist against the Dons.
6 - 3 yesterday on the Spartan
Augie Scornaienchi, the team’s
The speedy righty has pitched two courts.
batting leader, slugged a single
In the feature match, Spartan
excellent ball games in previous
through the box, followed by a
starts, but has yet to register his Bob hill defeated Larry Gill, 7-5,
booming double down the left field
6-1. Hal Anderson and Nick Scharf
first decision, standing 0-2.
line off the bat of Jim Pusateri.
Against Cr. two weeks ago he also had an easy time downing
DOUBLE-STEAL WORKS
lost 4-1, limiting the Bears to seven their opponents. Anderson belted
With runners on second and safeties, as his mates failed to Bob Campbell 6-0, 6-3, and Scharf
third, second baseman Larry Ba- come through in the clutch despite crushed Al Clarkson, 6-0, 6-1.
chiu drove Scornaienchi home with 12 hits.
OTHER SINGLES RESULTS:
the equalizer and then the SparIn the league inaugural against
Ken Green (SJS def. Bill Regan
final
pair
with
a
their
tans aided
Santa Clan, on March 8, he did2-6, 7-5, 6-4; Paul Vert (SC)
well executed double-steal.
n’t allow an earned rim In los- def. Don Chan (SJS 1 6-1, 6-2: Tom
strikeout,
After John Galvan’s
ing 2-1 after 10 and two-thirds Morris (SJS) def. Steve Devin (SC)
one of 11 for Steve Schott. Taglia- innings of labor.
6.1. 8-6.
ferri helped his own cause with an
Nevertheless, I loolmquist still
RBI single, making it 3-1.
claims the team’s ERA leadership
In Person
The Broncos pulled to within one
with a sparkling 2.07 and appearin the fifth, but the SJS nine reto be the squad’s most imprint.,
taliated with a singleton of its own
pitcher over last season having apand after five it was 4-2.
parently cured the control woes
Santa Clara made its last-ditch
which plagued him throughout
QUINTET
effort for victory in the eighth: 119,9
Cashing in on another of "Tag’s"(
To be sure. the Spartans have
wild spells, the Broncos scored ,
been riding the shoulders of then
once, but it wasn’t enough as theeen
able mound crew. to their recent
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUD.
locals came through 4-3.
success and it strongly appears
SAT. EVE, MARCH 19 at 8:30
that hurling will he the team’s
T,Le’s
primary forte during the entire!
campaign.
Noss. If only the slugging and
reality
been ill)p1111, . itif
Monday night when the Warriors fielding amweta of the SJS nine
advanced into the Ea.stern finals heroine potent ingredients, Mollie brewing a
against Boston with a 132-112 vic- zak may welt tw
end.
tory over the Syracuse Nationals. championship come season’s
The local nine again journeys to
TRU-SOUND
The hest -of-seven-game sequence
"the city by the Golden Gate" tobegins tonight in Boston.
OFFPAS
TM!
with
tilt
Chamberlain Monday night con- morrow for an afternoon
imatait tau
nected on 24 of 42 field goal tries S.F. State and on Saturday treks
and added five free throws for a to the state capital for a doubletotal of 53 points that topped the header with Sacramento State.
Backstop Angie Scornaienchi
previous playoff record shared by
Boston’s Bob Cousy and St. Louis’ currently leads the Spartan stick
HIGH PiDgLITY
mark.Ni’.
parade with it
!lob Pettit.
3100 Stereos
--Creek had
Yearling

ough Luck ’
Holmquist
Seeks Victory

Wednesday. March 16. 1960

CB 3-1403

setters
wicke and Don Hogan.

kiir
A rie
will be the unveiling of the San
Jose State volleyball team. The
team will make its first home appearance in the highly touted northern California open volleyball
championships in the Spartan gym
on Saturday at 10 a.m.
. The Stockton YMCA will be favored in the coming meet. In 1959.
the Stockton team was a fourth
place finisher in the national meet,

e Hard-

"B" TEAM ENTERED
The -11" team will use Ross
Murphy, Irwin Johnson. Ray Christianson, Dick Fly and McCandless
as spikers and Bill Purkiss, Dave
Mathis and Al Tunkins in the setting end of the game.
Other teams that have entered
the tourney are: Fresno YMCA,
Oakland YMCA, The Hawaiians.
Embarcariero YMCA. Hamilton Air
O.C. FAVORED
The San Francisco Olympic Club Force Base, and the Sacramento
will be a highly seeded team. Ti YNIr ’A D.M.
defeated Stockton in the final!, ’
the Fresno invitational last moi.The Spartans under the guida
of Roger McCandless will et..,
presents . . .
two teams in the tourney. Lead..
the "A" team will be spikers
Live
Durand, Al Andreas, Bill Sn-*JAZZ
Will Banks, Jeer,. .N.1,: -.

"The flei’ ilta4que

Thurs. §
thru 8
Sat.
iii 2 a.m.1

Lowest Gas Prices
ETHYL-100+ OCTANE
REG.-90+ OCTANE

F.e.r;n9
Masque Jazz Trio

Cigarettes 22c
All Major Oils-38c

and

Comedian Dick Booth

20% STATIONS

-The Ilete 1fria4que

4th & William-6th

Keyes
10TH AND TAYLOR

484 E. SAN CARLOS

Campin

Nub

Author of"! Woso Tree-oge Dwarf","The A101111
LON’S of Dohie
etr.)

EAT, DRINK AND BE MARRIED
On a mcput tour of seventy million) American colleges, I was
struck by two outstanding facts: first, the great number of
students who smoke Marlboro. and second, the great number
of students who are married.
The first phenomenonthe vast multitude ot atarlboro
smokerscomes US no surprise for, as everyone knows, the
college student is an enormously intelligent organism, and what
could be more intelligent than to smoke Marlboro’ After all,
pleasure is what you smoke for and pleasure is what Marlboro
deliverspleasure in every puff of that good golden tobacco.
If you think flavor went out when filters came in try a
Marlboro. Light up and see for yo4self ...Or, if you like, don’t
light up. Just take a Nfarlborn, unlighted, anti puff a couple of
times. Get that wonderful flay4? Visit let you do! Even withont lighting you can taste Marlboro’s excellent filter blend.
Also you can make your package last practically forever.
No, I say, it was not the great number of Marlboro smokers
that astounded me, it was the great number oof nierried students.
You may find this hard to believe but latest statistics show that
at some coeducational colleges the pro.port ioon if married undergraduates runs as high as thirty percent’ And, what is even
more startling, fully riff...quarter oof these marriages have been
blessed with issue!
Here now is a figure to give you pulse ! Noot that we don’t
all love babies. Of course we do! Babies are pink and fetching
rascals, given to winsome:noises and droll expressions. and we
all like nothing better than to rain ki,ses on their soft little
SkIlik. RIO just the sanw, tn the young campus couple who ere
parents for the first time the baby is likely to be a source isf
considerable worn-. Therefore, let me devote today’s colume
to a few helpful hints on the care of 1,41,j,,,s.

, the Bull Boasting a 4-0 record, San Jose .
of wins over
a
(rash netters will try to make it dogs, as veil as pair
City college anti one over Stockton.
when
they
journey
tomorrow
five
to San Mateo junior college for a
2 p.m. match.
Butch Krikorian’s yearlings hold

Valley Fair
56 Valley FairCH 14500

WEBBS

"Apparrl
Oft Prortaintri
Or Matt..,
Hamlet !AIL
Shakespeare’s wise words might weft
be kept in mind by young mea
today. To look your best longer,
may we suggest our flattering
British Tab collar. Under fastening
holds collar neatly and comfortably
in place. In fine oxford and
broadcloth. $5.00. Silk tie. $2.50.

LOGICIAN’S CORNER
Some emotional problems are incurable. All emotional problems arc deviations from the norm. If some deviations from
the norm arc incurable, then to be spurned is not a deviation
from the norm. To have a true love and yet be spurned is an
emotional problem. Is it possible to base a true lose and
yet be spurned?
LAst Karr: Smith
AlssWER TO ratialtist WHICH *moan o
forgets to bring his wife nowcrs. There is no independence.
If you enjoy "toying" with problems like thr above, shy not
drop into the Placement Office and pick lip a booklet frill of
them? You’ll find copies in the I Mon Industries distribution
Litton
box. A rcpiesentative of the lectron Tube ikvi.ton
Industries will be on campus fur interviews with L.L. and
Physics giiiduato on
FRIDAY, MARCH 18

I ITTON INDUSTRIES

.1PROI17
WtoPO.fe

U.

yet, (je
you

1.4

,.a

ti,!ctron Tube Division
:Jan Carlos, California

k

Si). and lOth
lord"..40=9:03C07.030301110130634342436:

eitase-KX ’

--4der Jac’s/oat4sr Pek.
First sit all, we will take up the matter of diet. in the pest,
babies were raised largely on table scraps. This, hriwever, wart
outlawed by the Smart-Hawley Act, and today babies are fed
a scientific formula consisting of dextrose, maltose, distilled
water, evaporated milk and a twist of lemon peel.
After eating, the baby tends to gros sleepy. A lullaby is very
useful to help it fall asleep. In cam. you don’t know any’ lullabies, make one up. l’hip is not at all difhciill. in a lullaby the
wonis are unimportant, sine, the baby divsin’t understand them
anyhow. The important thing is the sael.d. .111 you have to do
is string together is bunch of nonsense sllibles, taking ears
that they make an agreeable sound. For rumple;
GI) In Afrfp, nun, la, info)),
Goalno mino-mno poo-poo 1,1,1(090.
Having fed and serenaded the laiby, nrrange it in the position
for slumber. A bushy sleeps 6,1 on its ’lomat+ so Hare it that
way in its crib. Then to make sore it will not turn itself ’user
during the night lay a soft but fairly heavy object on is. !sank _
another baby, for inetnnee.
u Mee 4h4,11.00
it

a

And when baby is feel asleept hr lit tle angel!--trhy eirn’t
you relax and glee yourself it treat With Warlboroor if you
like maximum but you don’t lute filterswith Philip .Wortia
made in long si:e and regular by liar aponsors oft his column.

S

Long Rope Ends Death Penalty

Press Trophy Winners
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Resort-Like Setting
For University Study
Resort -like Satin), Coahuila, in
old Mexico provides a beautiful
setting for the Inter-American university. which gives degrees and
credits that are accepted in American and Canadian universities.
Room and board in private
homes, books, private Spanish tutoring (three hours daily) and access to all university activities are
included in tuition. Two weeks at
the university is $90: six weeks$270; and ten weeks- $925.
SPANISH SPOKEN

Spanish is spoken in classes.
Students who are not proficient
have excellent opportunity to (mprove with the tutoring service and
contact in Mexican homes. The latter also affords students the
chance to get acquainted with
Mexican customs.
Departments at the university
include Spanish, language, literature, history, art, economics and
geography. There also are departments of philosophy, science, mathematics, business administration
and foreign languages (French.
German. Latin, Greek and Italian).
SIGHTSEEING

vies, bullfights, serenades, art exhibits. concerts and sports participation events.
Another supplement to the regular courses of study are archaeological tours and lectures, conducted by the university.
mountains, less than 200 miles from Laredo, Tex. Transportation facilities
from the U.S. are excellent.
Because of its 5200 feet altitude.
the Mexican city is comfortably
cool in the summer and springlike
in the winter.
Five sessions are conducted each
year: spring. April 4-May 13; presession, June 20-July 1; regular
session. July 9 -August 12; post session, August 15-August 26, and fall
quarter, October 10-December 16.
Further information concerning
the Mexican university may be obtained by writing to: Inter-American university. Apartado No. 255,
Salt illo, Coahuila, Mexico.

Playmate Plans
DanceAppearance

ZINKE’S Resphaoier
49 EAST SAN ANTONIO

KBM

8,114 Auto Repair

RENT A TYPEWRITER

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY

Special Student Rate
3 MONTHS $15

Powerglide

-student ratesCV 5-4247
456 E. San Salvador

KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
CV 3-7501
96 E. San Fernando

JIFFY CAR WASH
Entrance Across from Civic Auditorium on W. San Carlos St.
Union Oil Credit Cards Accepted
Union Oil Products
SPECIAL

99‘ CAR WASH

"Why Liberal Religion" will be
the topic of discussion tomorrow
night at 7:30 by the Liberal Religious organization in the Unitarian
church, 160 N. Third St. It Is the
first in a series of programs.
Guest moderator will be Richard
Seymour of the Starr-King School
of Ministry in Berkeley.
The group will examine such
subjects as "What place does liberal religion have on the college
campus?" and "What should the
activities of such a group include?"
E

- .

m

WINNING JOURNALISTS-SJS’s prize winners at the California
Intercollegiate Press Convention held last weekend in San Francisco were: (top row l-r) Bob Christman, second in sports photo
section; Mike Johnson, second in newswriting, and Scott Turner,
third in yearbook photos; (bottom row, l-r) Nick Peters, first place
in sports writing and Ed Rapoport first place in feature photos.

Interviews
NOTE: Interviews are held in the
Placement office, Adm234. Appointment lists are put out in advance of
the interview and students are requested to sign up early.
TODAY

Shell Oil co., Los Angeles. Djstrib,
tion engineering and sales fields. Aeronautical, chemical civil, industrial, and
mechanical engineering graduates.

All opinions and suggestions will
be welcome, according to Ursula
Kaler. publicity chairman. She added that refreshments will be served
following the discussion.
NEVER GIVE UP

AUSTIN, Tex. (UPI ) - Joe
Wheeler has been coming in second
in his arguments with his nextdoor neighbors, the Stanford twins.
His mother suggested that since
he never wins a fight, he should
stop scrapping. "No," Joe said, "I
should start fighting better."

Southern California Edison co., Los
Angeles. C. li. electrical and mechanical
engineering graduates.

KOED Log

Western Gear corp., Belmont. Eng.
KOED, campus closed-circuit radio
Coro Foundation, San Francisco. In.
nearing. design, marketing, production.
ternship in public affairs. No res+ricticns station, will broadcast today in SD117
re,earch. B.S. in mechanical. electrical
and the College Union, 315 S. Ninth sf.
as to major field of study.
Of metallurgy.
12:30-1 p.m.-Essays in Jazz, George
Yanok, host.
S. H. Kress and co, New York. Man- SCHOOL INTERVIEWS
agement trainee:. Business administration TODAY
1 -1:06-Spartan sports parade.
r liberal arts.
Montero; C , e!ementary.
1:05.1:25-Down the Tubes with Howie
and Jim, "Reunion" featuring Gerry MulU.S. Army Audit agency, Western re. TOMORROW
Ncrwa k elementary school district.
ligan and Chet Baker, hosts, Jim Gilles:on. Auditor trainees with the Departpie and Howard Reed.
-sent of Defense. At least 18 units
1,25.1:30-KOED headline news
counting.
1:30-Sign-off.
Ortho Pharmaceutical carp., Saratoga
Applications
for
freshman
sales representative.
Bc og :co
camp counsellors will be availsc cnce. zoo’ogy, business, marketing.
HAVE A CIGAR
able Monday in Adm242. Student
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (LTD TOMORROW
Activities office,
according to Supermarket
manager Manuel
Weyerhaeuser co., Taro -ea, Wash. Fr
freshman camp director Don Wehmeyer nervously chewed his
gineers. phy;ic:s.s
Houton.
Applications will be cigar as he told police of a $1000
wood te,:hno’og;s’s
nn.
open until Friday.
0’3.
robbery at his store. As the bandit
man with B.S. M.S.. and Ph.D. degrees.
[Hinton said applicants must
fled. Wehmeyer said, the gunman
Chemical co., Los Angeles. Che
rnsts. Chern;cal engineers, mechanical
engineers.

have a 2.0 grade point average
for the previous semester and a
clear standing with the college.

pitched him the ,cigar and yelled
"I’ll see you buddy. Have a cigar
on me."

Living Groups Slate Activities
BUNGALOW
FOUNTAIN & RESTAURANT
- SPARTAN SPECIAL 7 -oz. Steak and Eggs
6 Super Hamburgers

95c
99c

9TH and WILLIAM

.CLASSIFIEDS
et.e.r.eActv.016.AstelAim_5to.

Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

Modern 3-rm, furn. apt. o,al. Apr: Is..
,nla pef. Apply Marlowe Apt:.
5t
6th or phone owner AX 619380.

To Place an Ad:

We have 1.3 room an’.
cuuple r

Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hell
No Phone Orders

a married

Autos For Sale
1948 Ford 2-dr
15125. CV 3.99,4

Lost and Found

a engine.
bean.

.
Found-Ankle bracelet. Ca at 1.,dort
1’59 Austin Healy -1 4 :eater. Perf.
.’f’;r B .’ress Orn-r. Ift i es P, 4..1,
-4. $2600. AN 4 54.17.
Traesporfation Woofed
, ’59 Corvette 4.speed tram. poscr,ection
For 9:30 class or back home after 10.30. plus ettras. Call Dick. CV 5-7250.
aneolace on Bayshore south of
P
I ’59 113 damaged rear fender, otherwise
Redwccd C ty. 50c. EM 8.1292.
vey clean. i0.000 miles, wire whiz. htr,
Ride South for 2 this weekend. CV 3 +0,11410U. $200 for equity end assume
2577 a’er 5 30 Ia.,.
561.59 rm. or $1612 payoff. 30 Willow
S CV 5114
Rooms for Reef
’55 Chev. V8 2-dr o oat and role. EftfaS
Men-Sgl or Dbl.
efter 7 p.m.
’4‘
,7 N. JO’,
Relining seats. Econ.
1958
Borgwerd
IS.
$11.50 Imo. rm. f-ir men s.uden.s near shn,p.
St. after 4 p.m.
wash. C. t’ 2 327.
Hudson ’50 4-dr.. R8H. good cond., $85
S.
8th.
Furn.
Mens College House, 47
for quick sale. Call CL 1.1379.
--nrt, washer, phone, piano.
rae. $28.
’41 Lincoln camp. 4-dr. std, trans. w.1,
O.D. all power acces. burl. coed,
sssss for Roof
CV 2b77.
Sg,yyt,se
Call
ran+.
",r
Apt. and houses
Rents! st,
Miscellaneous for Salo
r ( 7 8877 or CY 7.8713.
Shore Rentals

I to share

$30 per moon-

AN 9 3738.
Male student to share q
low Glen. CV 2-7406.
I,;.

-

WI

Roderick M. Wright, a 1955 graduate, has been appointed a foreign service officer by the state department.
Wright, a political science and
language major received his master’s degree from the University
of California.
Wright spent three years in the
United States Army serving in
Okinawa. Hawaii, the Philippines
and Japan, where he worked in
psychological warfare,

and the man dropped to
the floor
beneath.
Three deputies grabbed the
and suspended the prisoner, rope
but it
took 14’,1 minutes for
the man
to die.
Newspaper accounts uf the
bgn.
gled hanging sparked a
sharp aubile outcry for an end to
punisbment in the state. Itcapital
the legislature five years to took
it, but there have been no repeal
emu Bons in Minnesota since the
day
the hangman’s rope
stretched.

Alcoa Subsidiary
Now accepting applications
for men - evening and Sat,
work in our personnel, service
service and sales depts. EXCELLENT PAY plus ALCOA
SCHOLARSHIPS. Must have
car and phone. Apply window
E, Calif. Dept. of Employment,
1353 The Alameda, 7 pal,,
Thurs. nights. See Mr. Laws,

TENNIS ANYONE?
Featuring the best in evurything
for tennis.
Rackets 7.95 and up
Restringing 4.50 and up
Shoes, shorts and repairs

GORDON’S
SPORT SHOP
12 1

E. San Fernando

THE HOUSE OF FINE FOODS
INVITES YOU
.,
For that extra
special evening, have ycr
relaxing atmosphere of the
If you choose, eat in the
surroundings of the Gourmet
enjoy yourself.

’

1401 S. FIRST at ALMA

Camp Counsellors

Shell

With purchase of 10 gals. Gasoline
We give SerFf Green Stamps

Minnesota’s last execution WM(
place in 1906. The condemned man
was sentenced to death for the
murder of a St. Paul woman and
her young son.
The prisoner was led up the 13
steps of the gallows and stopped
atop the steel trap door. The trap
sprung but the rope was too long

Berkeley Speaker State Graduate
To Address Group Appointed Foreign
Service Officer
On Liberal Religion

NEAK LAREDO
Saltillo is located in the

Sight seeing tours to nearby
Donna I rm. Playboy magazine’s
towns and places of interest are November playmate, will model.
conducted during each session.
autographs and appear at a
Included on the list of social ac- sign sponsored by SJS Greeks
tivities are dances, Mexican mo- dance Mosher’s clothing store on
and
April 1.
The first annual "play day"
WE FIX
sponsored by the store will also
Spares feature a jazz combo and door
while you prizes.
attend
WRONG ATTITUDE
class
RICHMOND, Va. (UPI) - An
9 am - 5 pm
application to the state game commission for a job as game warden
minimum time-2 hrs.
included this explanation, "I am
and have always been interested in
the prevention of wild life."

Hydramatic

it)

With the California furor over
capital punishment possibly going
to the voters, comes the story of
a stretched hangman’s rope that
contributed to the abolition of
capital punishment in Minnesota
more than 50 years ago.

’-.1’. 91% KAPPA
1<1 Acciari will represent lit.

I IIETA xi
Larry Swenson,

K
outstanding

Kappas in the Sigma Phi Theta xi pledge for the fall sel..psilon Queen of Hearts contest. nsester, was :am
ted publicity
Arlene Havener has been chosen eh:aim:in for the forthcoming
to represent the house in the Theta Theta NI Moss
Tours. SwenXi Blossom Time queen contest.
son will also handle publicity for
! The men of Sigma Alpha Epsilon the seml-formal tilos
Time
recently elected Sigma Kappa Bet- dance %%1111.11 is slated for April 3.
ty Purvis to become one of their KAPPA KAPPA GANIMA
Daughters of Minerva, the SAE
T.,
K;,ppit (;;ffluna mein.
sister organization.
bet’s, Bev Houck and Jan Johnson,
GAMMA PHI BETA
were recently elected to song girl
Recently selected to represent positions.
the sorority in the Queen of
The sorority will be represented
Hearts contest being sponsored
In the Sigma Phi Epsilon Queen of
by Sigma Phi Epsilon was Gam- Hearts contest by Kappa Anne
ma Phi Beta Diane Saarinen.
Geraghty,
ALPHA Pill
Twenty pledges
into the sorority

were initiated
March 6. The
new actives are Suzanne Barton.
Bonnie Bowing, Pat [’shill, Mary
Lou Cantu, Kathy Canzano, Barbara Day, Lillian Derby, Carol Delauder, Ann Gilbreath, Gretchen

CATHOLIC WOMEN’S CENTER

The ladies of CWC will hold a
dressy dress dance in the ball room
of their house Friday evening. The
affair will be a date dance with a
cocktail theme.

PPA DELTA

Eight pledges became aetives
in Kappa Delta ceremonies recently. They include Marilyn
Fuetsrh, Geri Grant, Sue Hahn,
Pauline Lymberis, Enid Masters,
Marie Nlisfeldt, Deanna Plumiee
and Gayle Roberts.

Geri Grant has been chosen to
represent the sorority in the Sigma Phi Epsilon Queen of Hearts
contest.
SIGMA CHI

The three Sweetheart of Sigma
Chi finalists selected recently are
Kappa Kappa Gamma Carol Skapik, Kappa Alpha Theta Shelby
Schollen, and Alpha Phi Bev Wood.
The Sigma Chi’s held their annual Li’l Abner dance Friday night
at Alpine Park. Barbara Morasco
was presented with the Daisy Mae
trophy by the brothers.

Spartaguide
TODAY
Arnold Air society
Gamma Delia,

Infernat,onal Relations club, rrA-1164 /
r
NOW1114/1 club, mass, Newman he
4,30 p.m.
Pershing Rifles, pledge smoker. Cafe
feria A r1^(1 8 7 30 p.m.
1957 Webcor Musicale 3 spkrs. die, sty.
TOMORROW
.
Make offer CY 2-9082.
,
Alpha Beta Alpha, men.
Pristine
3 cm.
Unitarian-Liberal Religious students,
00 Wedding invitations, $12.50. ’Thank
you’ notes free. AL 2-9191. Days, eves. meeting, Unitarian church, 730 pm.

Applied Research Laboratories, Inc.
iSUBSIDIARY OF BAUSCH 8 LOMB ’

Instruments for Spectrochemical Analysis
CHALLENGING ASSIGNMENTS
OPPORTUNITY FOR PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
SMALL COMPANY ATMOSPHERE
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Opportunities at Glendale, California:
BS-EE and ME for Design and Production Enginee- rg
Physics Majors for Development Engineering
Also, in the Middle West and East:
Any of the above or Chemistry majors for Sal, s.Serv,ce
Engineering (with travel requirements).
Sorry-No temporary summer work available.
REGISTER WITH YOUR PLACEMENT BUREAU FOR

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
MARCH 22, 1960
or you may write us direct at
P.O. Box 1710, Glendale 5, California
Attention: C. F. Hartman, Personnel Director

13,
WELCOME

Haug.
Judy

Hess, Joan Matteson, Ptai-1
dy Myers, Arlene Neilson, Lind.,
Paolini, Pat Peppers. Navaneel!
am Rao, Darlene Riesz, Gt*’,
Sheehan and Molly Wool.

PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR
ENGINEERING & SCIENCE GRADUATES

WEYERHAUSER COMPANY
RESEARCH DIVISION
LONGVIEW, WASHINGTON

WELL OVER
2000
PAPERBACK
TITLES AND
INCREASING
WEEKLY

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
available for chemists, physicists, engineers, mechanics,
wood technologists and architectural draftsmen. A company representative will be on the campus on Thursday,
March 17 for the purpose of interviewing. For an appointment, please contact Dr. Ed Clements.

ROBERTS BOOK co.
125 SO. FOURTH

